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a b s t r a c t . In 1/hiR ptiyjor the oross snctioii foi'Vho pi'oton-imolous Hcatieriiip at 90 
Min has boon calculaiod in the Born ajiproxiraution with a diffuRe auriucn optirul model 
[lolenluil
I N T K 0  D IJ C T TON
The analysis of elastic scattering of protons by nncloi in the low and medium 
(iiiergy region has been done by Woods and Saxon and others. Tn earlier studies 
d, has been found that for large angles a square well potential predicts larger 
viiluoB of scattering cross section than what are observed experimentally. With 
a view to obtaining a bettor fit of the theory with the experimental values, a 
loujidiiig of the edge of the nuclear well was first introduced by Woods and Saxoji 
(11)54) who had obtained good agreement for scattering of 20Mev protons by 
medium and heavy nuclei. Other workers have obtained similar agreements 
for different energy values of proton.
In tlie present paper using an optical model potential the proton-nucleus 
scattering cross section is calculated m the Born approximation for 96 Mev pro­
tons.
M A T H E ]M A T I C A L V O R M U h A T J 0  N
The scattering of proton by a nucleus is treated as scattering by point source 
gt'uerating an average potential. This potential consists of a nuclear optical 
model part plus a coulomb j>art arising from the uniform charge distribution of 
the nucleus. Thus
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where R  and a are known as the half way radius and the diffusenoss parameter 
respectively. R  is expressed as
R  =  X 1 0 “ ®^ cm,
V and W are the parameters that determine the strength of the nuclear potential. 
In addition to the nuclear potential, we have the coulomb potential similar to 
that of uniformly charged sphere. The idea is to see how well such a velocity 
independent and central potential can explain the angular variation of the 
scattering cross section at high energies.
The scattering amplitude /iccorrlijig to Born approximation is
fm\ f sin kr r., . ,/ W = -  y(r)r‘drkr
when J-- 2m,V . .n,c\\K — - - sm ((9/2)
The nuclear potential extends from zero to infinity and the coulomb potential 
is split into two parts,
no) — j" j sin fcr V-\~iW , f m \krkr rHr-[ I kr
2R ( i f sin kr ze^  kr r rHr ]
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The scattering cross section is given by
m =  i/vW  +  /oW ii*+  i/w(^) M
where/y(0 ),/pp(0 ) a n d a r e  the scattering amplitudes due to nuclear and 
coulomb potentials.
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The contribution of coulomb scattering predominates only at the forward 
scattering angles and sViarply decreases Avith the increase of the angle. The intor- 
{‘oi ence due to the nuclear and tioulomb potentials arises only from the real part 
of the nuclear potential and not from the imaginary part. The mmiiiia in the 
scattering cross section appear because of the sine and cosine terms present in the 
sfiattering amphtiule arismg from both the coulomb and neuclear potentials, 
it may bo montioiiod hero that the positions of minima are almost entirely deter- 
iiiiued by the influence of a is very little. The values of the parameters in the 
interaction potential are so fixed as will give the best fit with experimental results 
As energy of the proton increases, it has been found necessary to decrease V and 
mcroase Tf. Finally at 1100 Mev proton-iiiiclous scattering, Bjorkluiid and others 
(1057) have taken V to be zero and W equal to —16 Mev. We have tried to adjust 
the paramet^ers such that the theoretical findings agree with the experimental 
results of Gerstein et al (1957) For sdver we take l ^ = - ] 9 Mev, W = 0, 
a --- 0.5x10“^^  cm and =  1.22x 1 0 “ ®^ cm We find that there is a rainimum 
at 5“ which is not borne out from observational data (figure 1). Moreover
(i.in auglo 
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tho positionB of the minima are a little away from where they ahould be on the 
large angle wide. In order to eliminate both the above anomalies for silver we 
propose to take V —1.9 Mev., W ^  — 28.5 Mev., a ^  0.6x10“ “^ cm and 
1.33x10"^® cm. I t  IS noticed (figure 2 ) that the theoretical values ol the 
minimal ])omts ai*e still very much loss than the experimental points, llio values 
of the sfiattering cross section at large scatter- ing angles are apiireciably 
affected by the variation of the parameter W of the nuclear potential.
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For lead we choose: F — 0, W ——28 Mev, a — 0 .6  x  lO”^^  cm and 
=  1.33X 10~^  ^cm. I t  is noticed (figure 3) that the positions of the minimum 
values of the cross section agree with the theory.
I t  may be mentioned here that in all the above cases, in the positions of minima 
tho theoretical values drop to zei'o for the cross section whereas tho experimental
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values are not as low as that. Since the Born approximation is not strictly valid 
111 this energy region, the agreement between theoretical calculations and experi-
c.m. anglo—>
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niental values is not expected to be very close. Wo propose to mprove the agroo- 
iiient by extending the calculations to higher energies and by modifying the 
potential.
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APPENDIX
With the substitution
r - R — X the integral
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Tlio infiiiito sorios oucurrin^ in iJio oxprosBion i‘or /((9) can be Buinnied up (c.f, 
Bromwich, 1947) aa aliown below.
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Differonting (a) Mdth respect to a, we liave
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Combining (a) and (b) we get
I 1 77 sinh akiT — kan^ cosh akn "I
sinh  ^akn
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